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First Parish UU, Bridgewater 
Candlelight Worship Service 

Saturday, December 23, 2018, 7:30pm 
 
Thought for Contemplation: "May the mysterious power of Christmas open us 

up, convince us that what we long for is actually possible, enable us to forget 
what we want and open to what we get, and embrace life as a wrapped present 
full of loving surprise.”          - Rev. David H. Messner 

 
Christmas Message             The Rev. Paul Sprecher 

 
The stories of Christmas come to us from a very different time in the history of 

the world – a time when a small and insignificant colony in the Middle East – 

along with much of the res of the world – was ruled by the mighty Roman Empire, 

whose emperors had no compunctions about asserting their power with the use of 

casual violence.  It was a time of evil kings who were jealous of rivals, who might 

kill even members of their own families who challenged their authority.  It was a 

time when it was possible to believe that angels carried messages from heaven 

whether in dreams or in visions, that stars affected the events unfolding on the 

earth, that wise men might seek out the birthplace of an insignificant nobody in 

the middle of nowhere.  It was a time when people needed to flee from violence to 

avoid the death of their children or themselves.  It was a time of such vast 

inequality that the wealthy and the powerful did not hesitate to grind down the 

poor and the powerless. 

But wait – aren’t some of those realities still with us?  Are there not still 

refugees fleeing from violence to save the lives of their children and themselves?  

Is there not still casual violence that can rip children away from their parents and 
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even cause their deaths?  Are there not still vast inequalities of wealth and power?   

Are there not some with palatial mansions and others homeless with no place of 

refuge other than the street or a car?  And is it not still the case that the wealthy 

and powerful are indifferent to those who are impoverished or powerless? 

Looking at the world today, it would be possible to fall into despair and to 

conclude that nothing has changed and that nothing ever will change – that each 

person is out only for their own benefit, that the rich will always exploit the poor 

and the powerful will always prey upon the powerless.  But there has been a 

change over the last 2,000 years, a change that is embodied in these simple stories 

about a father and a mother and a newborn babe – Joseph and Mary and Jesus.  

This is a story in which winners lose, and losers win.  The story is one in which, as 

Mary puts it in her Magnificat, [Matt 1:51-53] 

51 [God] has shown strength with His arm; 

He has scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts. 

52 He has put down the mighty from their thrones, 

And exalted the lowly. 

53 He has filled the hungry with good things, 

And the rich He has sent away empty.  

These stories are about a great reversal that can be dreamed of and that each of 

us can help to bring about.  Not everything has changed, true, but a new possibility 

has come into being, an assertion that naked displays of power and exploitation 

are not OK, not just the way of the world, but can be challenged and restrained 
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and changed.  It’s not that all evil has been banished or that peace has prevailed at 

every turn, but rather that a better way is possible, change is possible – possible 

because human beings are in fact empowered to bring about those changes.  This 

is the essence of the teachings that Jesus left us, and it is all embodied in these 

stories of his birth – stories in which the humblest to the most exalted gather to 

honor this baby who brings new life and new possibilities.  Kings tremble because 

their rule may be overthrown by the ordinary folks; the rich can no longer imagine 

that they are without responsibility to the poor; the violent can no longer insulate 

themselves from the consequences of their evil deeds. 

An invisible thread that connects everyone in a common destiny has somehow 

become visible in this birth of Jesus, and the world has not been the same since.  

The story reminds us that there is glory in small things, that joy comes from 

connecting with one another, noticing one another, listening to what Abraham 

Lincoln called “the better angels of our natures.”  Maybe there’s a place for angels 

in our own stories after all! 

We learn from these stories and from the ministry of Jesus to which they are a 

preface that we can choose to follow that invisible thread that connects us all and 

create a more just and loving and peaceful world.  The possibilities for our own 

living that these stories offer are more than enough reason to tell them year after 

year, century after century, millennium after millennium. 

We lit our fifth Advent candle tonight for hope.  It takes faith in new 

possibilities to justify hope, and hope is a choice, a commitment, but it doesn’t 
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come with guarantees.  Let’s leave room for hope – and maybe even an angel or 

two, at least in our dreams.  As Mary Oliver puts it in “The World I Live in,” her 

Christmas poem: 

I have refused to live 
 
locked in the orderly house of 
 
reasons and proofs. 
 
The world I live in and believe in 
 
Is wider than that. And anyway, 
 
what’s wrong with Maybe? 
 
  
 
You wouldn’t believe what once or 
 
twice I have seen. I’ll just 
 
tell you this: 
 
only if there are angels in your head will you 
 
ever, possibly, see one.1 

 
Amen  

                                                
1 Mary Oliver  Felicity, Penguin Press, 2015; https://workthoughts.com/2015/12/24/the-world-i-
live-in-a-poem-by-mary-oliver/  


